Supervised cross-fusion method: a new triplet approach to fuse thermal, radar, and optical satellite data for land use classification.
This study presents a new fusion method namely supervised cross-fusion method to improve the capability of fused thermal, radar, and optical images for classification. The proposed cross-fusion method is a combination of pixel-based and supervised feature-based fusion of thermal, radar, and optical data. The pixel-based fusion was applied to fuse optical data of Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8. According to correlation coefficient (CR) and signal to noise ratio (SNR), among the used pixel-based fusion methods, wavelet obtained the best results for fusion. Considering spectral and spatial information preservation, CR of the wavelet method is 0.97 and 0.96, respectively. The supervised feature-based fusion method is a fusion of best output of pixel-based fusion level, land surface temperature (LST) data, and Sentinel-1 radar image using a supervised approach. The supervised approach is a supervised feature selection and learning of the inputs based on linear discriminant analysis and sparse regularization (LDASR) algorithm. In the present study, the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) was utilized for feature extraction. A comparison of the obtained results with state of the art fusion method indicated a higher accuracy of our proposed method of classification. The rotation forest (RoF) classification results improvement was 25% and the support vector machine (SVM) results improvement was 31%. The results showed that the proposed method is well classified and separated four main classes of settlements, barren land, river, river bank, and even the bridges over the river. Also, a number of unclassified pixels by SVM are very low compared to other classification methods and can be neglected. The study results showed that LST calculated using thermal data has had positive effects on improving the classification results. By comparing the results of supervised cross-fusion without using LST data to the proposed method results, SVM and RoF classifiers showed 38% and 7% of classification improvement, respectively.